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BANGLADESH
Thank you, Ranos, for inquiring.
Hatorm returned to continue. You
must pay close attention to things
which seem too unbelievable to
believe--those are the most effective maneuvers.
Now WHY, indeed, would Bangladesh be the focus of massive typhoons, then tornados and then top ed off with an
earth uake??? LO 8 K WHERE IT
IS! s, ook and then consider: the
tornados, for instance, were hitting
from a storm system which was
coming across LAND from East to
West--not off the Bay of Bengal
and, further, why would that particular series of events not be centered in Burma or India? It is to
allow military (U.N. headed by
Soviet Control through the U.S.)
to set up indefinite ‘relief” bases
next door to CHINA!
There is
nothing in the area which would
give cause for a war or military
operation of any sort--so you take
the next alternative of such devastation against life that the U.N. is
caused to step in for all manners of
aid which, so far, has not scratched
the surface of the need--and the
entire area becomes in jeopardy of
infection from the death unburied.
Great landing strips for aircraft and
earthmoving
equi ment,
heavy
farming and water puri Plcation
equipment along with roads, etc..,
can be set in place for use--within
mere months--ALL UNDER THE
GUISE OF SAVING LITTLE
BANGLADESH--FOR
THE
WORLD WILL NEVER KNOW
OF
THAT
THE
EXTENT
WHICH WILL BE BROUGHT
INTO THAT AREA. THIS, IN
FACT, IS WORSE NEWS FOR
THE WORLD THAN WAS THE

$20
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ACTUAL
WAR
IN
THE
SAUDI/IRAQ AREA. IF THERE
IS NO NATURAL ENTRY--YOU
MAKE ONE.
SO BE IT.
THANK YOU FOR INQUIRING.
THE AB’s ONE-WORLD
MONEY
This world dictatorship of which
we are speaking, already exists
It only remains to be esIn order to do
tablished de
this a
monetar system must
be established, but i!ust, the current national monetary systems
Economic
must be destroyed.
chaos MUST be created so that the
people, suffering from extreme
privation, will demand that the
government
Naturally, it will.
The solution that will be presented,
sooner or later, will be an
“international currency” which is
already printed and introduced in
some parts of the world--the first
swing at it came in the Soviet
Union--right off German presses
located in Fort Worth, Texas,
U.S.A. How can you know that It
IS attached? Because the Soviets
are babbling about going on the
“gold standard” and that, brothers,
is the full intent of presentation
unto you-the-people: a return to a
“gold standard” of which THEY
have all the gold! This is going to
make that bitter poison pill easier
to swallow by the naturally patriotic but mesmerized and economically
illiterate
Americans,
who have been sold a bill of
spoiled goods by the “economists”.
Plans for this system have been

1.
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DO YOU STILL
THINK THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE
NONSENSE FROM THE RAVINGS OF AN INSANE MINDLESS SCRIBE? THEN LISTEN
UP TO ;g;Ez$;LOWING,
FROM
WHO
SHOULD
KNOW--AND
YOU
SEEMED TO RESPECT AT THE
TIME
OF HIS REIGN IN
POWER, RONALD REAGAN,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES, AT THE 1983 ECONOMIC SUMMIT AT ROCKEFELLER’S COLONIAL EMPIRE
ESTATE, WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

.

.
Yes indeed, in the original form,
robotoid or otherwise, Ronald
Reagan is an AB’s agent, just as
like almost every President since
Woodrow Wilson has been. Even
more so is George Bush, a member
of Rockefellers’ Tri-Lateral Commission,
as was “born-again”
Jimmy Carter.
The numerous) AB’s front organizations., such as the Tri-Lateral
Commission, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Bilderbergers, the Club of Rome, 1313,
and
of lesser recognized
organizations, all of which are fi#l

nanced primarily through the AB’s
tax-free foundations, are virtually
never mentioned by the news media, and corporations, whose presidents or chairmen belong to one or
more of these semi-secret to secrecy-at-the-threat-of-death organizations.
A

monetary

collapse is INAND IT IS
Without the knowledge
provided herein, Americans m
general and Christians in particular
will become pre like sittmg ducks
for the AB’s. Ifiut all is not lost-YET.
LET US LOOK AT ONE
PLAN
PUT
FORTH
THAT
COULD BEGIN REVERSAL; IF
IMPLEMENTED.
COULD ALLOW FOR TRADE -OUTSIDE
THE “MARK” OF THE BEAST.
DEFINING MONETARY
PROBLEM

The very first mandatory step in
solving a problem is to analyze it.
Every roblem is a result, or effect, 0 P a cause. The reason for
analyzing a problem is to determine its cause. When the cause of
a problem is clear1 understood,
the solution usually z ecomes obvlous.
Strangely, however, according to
your monetary
authorities and
‘experts” (has-been, drips under
pressure), bankers, economists, investment brokers, politicians, etc.,
the subject of money is too mysterious for mere mortals to understand.
Such thin s as the
“business cycle”, “ini ation” and
depressions’ are blamed on everythin from consumer, producer and
wor a er “greed” to the astrological
(no relation to logical) osition of
ALW R YS ON
the stars--and
YOU-THE-PEOPLE AS CAUSE
OF WHATEVER FAILURE APPEARS.
Of all the incredible facts presented
herein, perhaps the most incredible
of all is that Americans, who take
great pride in their technological
achievements, swallow these baldfaced lies completely and swallow
even the hook baited with poison.
The fact of the matter is that
is a relatively SIMPLE
!?l%&T
and that business cycles
are deliberate1 and scientifically
created by an d for the benefit of

those who control your money.
Nonetheless--in the manipulation,
historical evidence of the cycles are
there for the viewing--as we have
discussed many times rior to this.
The cycles have “cycPed” enough
times now to see the symptoms before the disease blossoms in fullness.
Inflation, depression and business
cycles are s mptoms, or effects, of
a cause. d hat is the cause?
debt mone
s stem is inherently unstable. 3
dl erefore, the solution is to provide an amount of money in circulation that is pro ortional to the
production of wea Pth. This is relatively simple (if you do it before
all productton flees the nation) but
there are several factors to be
considered carefully. First, is the
proper definition of some frequently misused words so that we
have EXPLICIT DEFINITIONS
REGARDING THAT WHICH WE
SAY ACCORDING TO THAT
WHICH YOU UNDERSTAND!
Let us define

as a
a
regardless of the
form which it may take. There are
two major forms of money:
(gold, silver, etc.)
and
or
A
commodity money system is actually a barter system of trading one
commodity with a certain market
value for another commodity or
service with a certain market
value.

through the intelligent application
of energ
to natural resources.
is a J rench word which means
“So be it”, and in operation applies
to an order or edict ,b authority.
ALL paper money is Prat” money.
However, as part of the AB’s’ semantic subversion to control your
thinking, “fiat” is used as a term of
approbation, applied to
issued,
money
(U.S. Notes) to obscure and protect their criminal racket of Fed
and bank-issued fiat
Notes).
TRANSP;$;A;wYSTEM
Money is the life-blood of society
and performs the same function as
blood does in your body, carrying
food and oxygen to every cell and
carrying away the waste roducts
to sustain life. The bloo a system
is actually a transportation system.
Money may also be compared to a
transportation
system,
as did
Henry Ford:

“MONEY”

has
Incidentally, no commodit
“intrinsic” value, which on Yy humans have. All commodity prices
in a free market result from the law
The
of “supply and demand”.
price of gold, which is probably
the most worthless of all metals for
human use, is artificial1 established by the “gnomes” o 2 London
and Zurich, by which they control
the economic health of every nation.
Created money is the only thing
man can create. It is created out of
nothing but paper and ink or computer bytes, but represents, or is a
claim on, wealth. Created money
Wealth is that
which men produce for human use
* ‘I* .
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Unfortunately (or perhaps fortunately for the rest of the world for
you have a sound Constitution)
your “engine” was deliberately designed with a fatal flaw which
causes it to self-destruct and it can
NOT be “fixed”. It must be replaced with another engine of
proven design but with a modern
control system that will enable it to
have cruise-control that will enable
it to “automatically” adjust to
changing
requirements
power
(money volume) in order to maintain a constant speed (money
value). If you pursue this analogy
further, the steps necessary to
implement an honest and stable
money system become obvious:

unconstitutional
and
criminal Federal Reserve System
must be abolished and its primary
function, money creation, taken
back by the Congress to whom it
~~~nass~~.~,l~.~~~~~).leg~ly
new engine, of proven
design, must be a debt-free money
system similar to the tally system
of England, the scri issued by the
colonies and the U. l . Notes which
enabled Lincoln to preserve the
Union and which have saved
American taxpayers over 100 BILLION dollars in usury which
would have been stolen by the
AB’s.
a
LIE for money must be established
as a reference so that any deviation
from it mav be auicklv detected
and corre&d.

.
At this point many will object,
thinking, “The Coinage Act of
1791 established a standard of
value,” or “The Gold Standard Act
of 1900 established one.”
No.
What these and the other monetary
acts of Congress did was to establish a
standard of
and
called a “dollar”.
Their “value” was determined in
the market-place b vendors and
buyers who barter J them for other
commodities. In a relatively static,
agricultural economy, they served
uite well as mone . That is, until
% e AB’s corner eJ the market on
gold, forced it upon the people as
the “standard of money” and then,
“removed gold from circulation, as
far as possible”.
The myth that gold or a gold-based
money system is the only way to
provide stable money should have
forever been put to rest when your
nation suffered the worst financial
panics and depression you ever endured between 1900 and 1934
when
a
However, suffice it to say
that the IDEA behind the premise
was good--but the actual manipulation destroyed
the validity.
Those who continue to promote

this alternative today simply do so
as either shrewd agents or ignorant
(without knowledge) dupes of the
AB’s. For one thing, as I said before, the gold upon which you
once could base a current is, at
an rate GONE INTO FOSE IGN
DzPOSiT.
YOU IN AMERICA
DO NOT
HAVE
ENOUGH
GOLD UPON WHICH TO BASE
ANYTHING EXCEPT TO KEEP
THE DECEPTION GOING A BIT
LONGER--HENCE
SOME OF
YOU WHO LISTEN AND ACT
CAN GET SOME MEASURE OF
PROTECTION IF FOR NOTHICNHGA$;;E--COLLATERAL EXIncidental1 , the Pavlovian conditioning oB the American sheeple
became obvious in 1933 when they
turned in their gold under orders
from the AB’s agent, F. D. Roosevelt. (It will be interesting to see
if the shleeping sheeple’s grandlambs will turn in their
in
such manner when so ordered-soon now., so check it out; certainly begins to look like they will
so ou sheeple trained the grandlamii s very well indeed--to get totally fleeced!) r
One reason that a Standard of
Value was never established is that
it was considered impossible to do
Well, we are possibilit ginkers and operators--WE LO 9 E
THAT WHICH IS IMPOSSIBLE
FOR, WITH GOD,
After all, every man
values everything differently from
every other man and also differently at other times. and places.
Therefore, the first thing necessary
to establish a “Standard of Value’
is to determine what the general requirements for ALL “standards”
are:
a standard must have
That is, it must be similar to
that which it measures. A standard
of weight must have weight, a
standard of length must have
length, etc.
a standard must have
That is, its value must remain constant under all conditions
throughout the system which it
An inch is exactly the
serves.
same length whenever and wherever it is used. But watch the bureaucrats--for a true story came out

of New York where the legislature
wanted to
value of
“pi” because the fractions were an
inconvenience.
must have
That is, everyone in the
system must understand and have,
or have easy access to, the standard unit.
Most everyone in
America knows what an inch is and
has, or can easily obtain a rule
(st-r;i;)t
with which to exactly
a

GOLD FAILS AS STANDARD
If ou compare
commodity,
an(Y
against
these criteria for a
with which to measure
find them to be woefully ina Bequate.
With res ect to the first criterion,
B there is no relationship
whatsoever. The value of gold is
determined by its weight and puWhile the price of many
rity.
commodities (coal, wheat, meat,
fruit and---) is determined by
weight, the price of manufactured
goods bears little, if any, relationship to their weight, the major cost
factor being that of “labor”.
With res ect to the second criterion,
is only chemlca ly stable, that is,
durable.
(Is it possible that this
word might derive from the Plain
&Dul$b~.?n~~a~t%f
%:{I
lished the Gold Standard?) As a
commodity in a free market its
price would vary in accordance
with the law of “suppl I and demand”. As a control1 et? commodity, its price has been less stable
than that of the stock market, and
for the very same reasons.
With respect to the third criterion,
while many eople
have gold wedding rings an% some
have gold fillings., very; few have
any gold coins which could be used
as money.
Furthermore,’ the vast ma’ority of
the world’s gold is own ed or controlled b the AB’s
THINK
Thus, it is obvious that of these
three criteria for ALL standards of

‘,
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measurement, gold and silver meet
of them
a
standard.
Incidentally, the “gold bugs” insist
that money, in addition to serving
as a medium of exchange and
of value, must also be a
of value, which most of them erroneously refer to as “intrinsic”
value.
Money, in order to serve its function as a
medium of exchange, must be kept
in circulation and the faster it
circulates (called “V” for “velocithe better it serves that function. If it is “saved” or hoarded, it
cannot function as a medium of exchange. This is the reason for the
need to continually mint large
quantities of pennies,
because
many people fill jars or “piggy
banks” with them as a form of
saving, often using them as convenient doorstops as the jar fills.
A better store of value would be
gold. But the
,
TIME IS MONEY
Since
commodity has all of the
criteria to serve as a monetary
what in the
world does? A clue to what this
might be is given in Revelation
18:12, 13, which lists the treasures
of end-time Babylon in descending
order of value.
The
are
“cargoes of gold and silver” and
the last are “slaves and human
lives”. Yes, the lives of men are
the
valuable thing in Babylon.
Does this not prove that you live
under Babylonian rule today, when
you send our finest young men to
fight, suf Per and die in the AB’s’
no-win wars and, even worse,
ermit helpless, unborn babies to
1e murdered by the millions?
If the Babylonian system is to be
overthrown, then its value system
must be reversed. Instead of everything bein measured by old
or silver, ti!e proper stan %ard
should be the
And
how are the lives of men measured? By “TIME”! Yes, there
comes to the forefront the FACT
that the only REAL MEASURE of
value is somehow established based
upon the time of men’s lives, or

The price of all things can be, and
frequent1 is, based upon the manhours o l! labor required to make
them and market them. The price
of something is often quoted in
terms of the average man-hours of
labor required to purchase it, es ecially in comparisons between Bifferent nations or time periods, In
fact, this is the conscious or unconscious means by which everyone determines the value of anything to himself; how much of his
life “time” must he exchan e for
it?
Most everyone is s read
aware of the fact that “Time
Certainly would clear
out the garbage and non-producers
$g s;~~~no”t-;~
p4oby$;;
of ositive goods, for instance,
wouPd be quite poor indeed. The
ones who could work but refuse,
would be soon quite hungry or go
into production.
STANDARD

OF VALUE

You could arbitraril
establish
your monetary standar (Yas one average man-hour of labor, which
would be equivalent to setting the
cruise-control r at, say, 60 mph.
This new standard of monetary
value should also have a name, so
let us call it a “Manny” and its 1%
division a “Minn”, for obvious
reasons. No, this is NOT original
with Hatonn and I am not sure to
whom I owe these clever terms but
we can give up-side credit (or
blame) to one Carl Gorton and
work backwards from there.
How well does a Manny meet the
requirements for a standard? Let
us compare them and see. First,
Labor time is the primary factor in determining the
price of everything and also the
value of everything to each person,
Second,
as already mentioned.
There is nothing more
stable than time, which remains
fixed through all generations and
Third,
.
nations.
Nothing is more common among
men than time, which is distributed
to all men equally; 24 hours a day
and you can’t take it with you
when you leave.
Everyone understands time and
virtually everyone has its standard
of measurement on his wrist or
kitchen wall. You measure and
#.j
.
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regulate your lives by “time”. It
is, in attachment to “space”, the
on1 separation of the species
wi x in the third dimension, so it
seems logical to measure progress
through that third dimension by
your primary
commodity--“perceived time”. For many things in
your dimension, there is no other
means of measurement.
for
example.
There is no dollar value which you
can place on the work requued
herein to produce this document
which is about ten times longer
than the scribe had allowed for today’s writin
nor on the experience, discip Pme, communications,
etc., required to study, research,
analyze, understand, and solve the
problem. The on1 cost that can be
placed on the ed ort is the TIME
involved to accomplish the finished
product. Thus, you find that the
Manny not only meets all of the
requirements for standards in general, but
serves as a
monetary
To you who think I just referred to
Dharma and Myself--nope, sorry-only in portion which will have to
be ad’usted to Manny Minn worthis a fine publication from Ca e Canaveral,
Florida. In particu Par, for this artitle I honor one Carl Gorton.
Look, chelas, it cannot be more
difficult to figure out how to tend
the increments of value than to
carry ei ht-foot tally sticks.
In
fact, wit i? calculators and computers, it should be simple indeed.
FUNCTION
By the way, this is totall’y uni-sex,
dual sex, equal sex. Manny only
refers to “persons” called genentally “Man ’. However, we could
call them “Pernnys” for “Persons”
if you prefer. Minns refer to minutes so you can have PernnyMinns--whatever
rabs ou to get
away from the 116~AB x Government, Religion And Banking). In
honor of Mr. Gorton I shall continue to refer to the medium of exchange as “Manny ” .
The Manny system ma be instituted by any taxing aux ority an where in the world and trade cou1d
be conducted with any other
Manny-based economy at par,
since all Mannys would be issued

against the same standard.
The taxing and money-issuing authority would print,
a
as many
annys as necessary to meet its
authorized expenditures.
These
would be
into circulation as
wa es to government employees
anf to contractors for goods and
services.
wage paid
would be maintained at the rate of
1 Marmy/hr.
How? Very simply. For government employees, the actual average
wage paid 1s determined b dividing the total wages earne B by all
employees b
the total hours
worked by al1 employees.
If the
result is more or less than one, the
pay rate would be adjusted accordingly. (I would surely suggest
monitoring truth in working, howFor instance, if there are
ever.
1,OOcl,000 man-hours in onrotweee
and
their
39,604,000, thenwibt emplo eels
actual pay would be increas K 1%
to maintain the standard of 1
Manny/hr.
Actual individual
wages might vary from base assessment of determined
input.
Now, “government” worklessers
and recipients can’t be figured accurately due to lack of production
during many measured time slots,
for the value of most government
(especially ones in very highranking jobs) worklessers 1s indeed
toward the negative side of the
production scale and therefore
should be considered for Mann
demerit subtractions until sue K
time as the worklessers get jobs in
the production areas.
The direct adjustment in p;zr woul:
be fine,
however,
1,OOO,OOO
government employees,
as example for this dissertation,
but what about the 90 million who
are employed by business and the 9
million professional and self-employed people? The earnings of
entrepreneurs
and professionals
would not enter into the balance
e uation. The average wage of the
18 0 million employees would be
obtained from every employer doing business in the nation and the
overall average wage easily calculated. If this figure varied from
the government
the standard,
would increase or decrease its
spending to maintain the standard--

according to the laws of the Constitution and the State management
to insure balanced budgets and
maintain total freedom from debts.

Minn system would produce numerous benefits, not all of which
can be listed (or at least, were
listed) here:

With the Manny system, taxation
to

1.

since the government would print all the money
necessary--according to the Constitution.
However, money must
be removed from crrculation at a
rate equivalent to its being spent
into circulation or its volume
would continue to increase until it
became worthless (inflation).
With the
removal, or taxation, could be the
ultimate in equity and simplicity.
As reviously stated, the Mannys
wouPd be printed with a one-year
expiration date, after whichHt;y
would become worthless.
ever, they could be turned in to the
tax-collector within thirty da s after they expired for
annys
which would be good for another
year. However, the new Mannys
issued would only be 90%, or
other percentage determined by the
;anxin authorrty, of those turned
ii e Ideal srtuatron would be to
get caught with no Mann s
whereby products could instead Be
stored.
Practically all of the expired Mannys would be exchanged by businesses in relatively lar e volumes
rather than by indivi %uals, who
would spend their about-to-expire
Mannys, thus enhancing trade.
Hence, most taxes would be aid
by business in proportion to ti eir
profits and
Mannys
which were lost or destroyed
would accrue to the benefit of everyone since they would not be redeemed by the tax collector for
new Mannys. Who can reclaim the
precious commodity of a day or
even an hour lost?
An one convicted of tampering
Manny-Pernny-Minn
wi 31 the
s stem, whether government empr oyee, business
employee
or
counterfeiter, should then be sentenced to a life working for the
community with all other felons.
Adoption

of the Pernny-MannyVol.
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ONLY FEAR OF THE AB’s_
The on1 thing the AB’s fear is that
God’s 8 eo le will wake up to the
fact that 8 od’s Law is still alive
and that He meant what He said in
Deuteronomy 23: 19:

and Leviticus 25:36, 37:

ONLY WHEN YOU, HIS PEOPLE. REPENT OF YOUR EVIL
WAYS, AND OBEY HIS LAW,
“HEAR
FROM
WILL
HE
HEAVEN AND HEAL THEIR
LAND” (2 CHR. 7:14).
If you are a patriotic American,
you received a riceless heritage
which it is your Buty to pass on to
your children. If ou are a Christian, your first (Y
uty is to obey
God. He ordered you to

Now, before I go on with the AB’s
Master Plan, I am goin to respond
to one who inquired oi! me regard-

ing a debt and usur from Father
to Son. He being x e Son having
borrowed from the Father with interest and, now, inability to pay
the usury.
If you are truly NOT trying to get
out of a debt agreed upon and
owed--take this a er and go visit
Man-to-Man wi tls ather and come
to a repayment schedule whereby
the Father gets return of his funds-for you have no ri ht to make
agreements without ti 11 intent of
repayment--for that is worse than
the charging of the usury.
If a
Father is God1 enough to meet the
needs in the Pirst place, in Love,
then the problem is non-existent at
any rate--for the understanding will
be reached. If the Father has no
moral intent other than to earn
money off his own son, I suggest
you cease pa ing the interest and
allow the Fa x er to decide how he
will respond--DO
NOT STOP
PAYING BACK THE MONEY
LOANED IN GOOD FAITH. IT
IS USUALLY THAT CHILDREN
SOMEHOW DO NOT COUNT
MONEY FROM A PARENT AS
A WORTHY LOAN VALID FOR
REPAYMENT.
SIC, SIC, IF
THAT BE THE CASE.
INTEGRITY IS THE NAME OF
THE GAME AND IT NOW REINDIMATURE
QUIRES
VIDUALS TO WORK WITH
OTHER MATURE INDIVIDUALS TO RESOLVE
THESE
THINGS. A VALID PAY-BACK
SCHEDULE WOULD BE FAR
MORE REASONABLE FOR OFTEN THE PARENT DEPENDS
ON THE SUMS FOR SELF-SUSAPPRECIATION
TAINMENT.
FOR THE MAKING OF THE
LOAN CAN BE GIVEN IN
MANY OTHER WAYS THAN
THROUGH USURY BUT THE
SON IN POINT MUST OFFER
THE
ALTERNATIVES
AND
HEREIN
‘MAN-HOURS ’ OF
FRIENDSHIP. DRIVING, YARD
OTHER THINGS IF
LOCATIONS
ARE
NEARBY
ARE OF FAR MORE VALUE
THAN A FEW WORTHLESS
IF PARPIECES OF PAPER.
ENTS AND CHILDREN CANNOT
WORK
OUT
THESE
TYPES OF THINGS--WE ARE
IN FOR A FAR MORE DIFFICULT TIME THAN IS, IMAGINED. HOWEVER, IF THE FATHER
HAS
TAUGHT
RE-

SPONSIBILITY, HE
ACCEPT MATURE REASONING
AS AN HONOR TO THE
THE
LESSONS,
AS
SON
SHOWS RESPONSIBILITY.
IF
THERE
IS
NO
MEETING
GROUND--SON.
YOU MUST

been said herein we will simply
uote at length from Pro. #20 of
% e “MASTER PLAN”. Get your
shuddering and queasiness out of
the way u -front here--take your
break or w atever; and then let us
move along with this:

RESPONSIBILITY
AND DO THE BEST YOU
THE
HONOR OF GOD. BUT TO ARBITRARILY
BREAK
AGREEMENT WITH A PARE::
IS UNACCEPTABLE
ON A
UNILATERAL BASIS FOR YOU
BOTH MADE THE ORIGINAL
AGREEMENT!
HONOR AND
INTEGRITY
NOW DEMAND
THAT YOU BOTH CHANGE
THE AGREEMENT OR. IN THE
LEAST--LAY
THE ’ TRUTH
UPON THE TABLE FOR DISIF A CHILD OR
CUSSION.
“DISOWNED”
PARENT
IS
OVER MONEY--THE CAUSE IS
TOO BLASPHEMOUS
UNTO
GOD TO BE A VALID POINT
AT ANY RATE.
Dharma, I know that you are
weary for the day has been endless, it seems, and you have laid
forfeit another special day--but the
children have called and come and
rejoice in their care. I had to keep
ou, chela, for the deposition in
Hanta Barbara in the morning
(tomorrow) causes us to lose a full
da of writing. Let your heart be
fil Yed for the service is worthy.
We shall write only a bit more and
call it finished for this segment for
we need to wrap it up and tie the
ribbon upon the package. How do
I perceive the above money system
can work? Easy, for it is the identical plan the AB’s plan for you
after they possess the world
through the operation of their
thieving system of usury, in order
to keep you “cattle” well-fed,
docile and sleeping--just chewing
thine cud in the pasture while producing contented milk for the
Elite. So be it.
THE AB’s’ MASTER PLAN
Not surprisingly, the AB’s, who
understand money better than anyone, intend to implement a similar
system as just described.
Since it encapsulates all that has
->
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No graven images to worship.
No use of God s name in vain.
Keep the Sabbath day holy,
which is EVERY DAY.
Honor your father and mother.
You shall not commit murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.
Ypu shall- not bear. __false
witness against your neighbor.
10. You shall not covet your
neighbor’s wife, servants or
anything that belongs to him.
g

BILL OF RIGHTS
1. Freedom of religion, speech,
press; assembly.
2. Freedom to keep and bear
arms.
No forced quartering of troops.
:: No unreasonable
search/seizure.
5. No forced confession; due process; just compensation for
roperty taken by government.
!ipeedy and public trial.
!: Trial by jury.
No excessive bail.
i: No
. -_denial of unwritten rights:
10. All powers not granted to me
Feds reserved to states/people.

.

1.
This is not new to you readers unless you just tuned in but it bears
reading and re-reading until it
sinks into
our minds.
The
“MASTER P E AN” was revealed in
Russia nearly a century ago, although arts of it had come to light
long be Fore, especially in the plans
of the Illuminatti which was or anized b Adam Weishau t on bf ay
1, 177B. Their symbo , declared
to be the reverse side of the Great
Seal of the U.S., appears on the
back of your one dollar bill and
bears the inscription

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
9”:

x

And now
promised:

for the

little

test

I

10.

_

.

WHICH PLAN IS
AM-G?
TEN COMMANDMENTS
x

1. No Gods other than THE ONE
GOD OF LIGHTED TRUTH.
‘.
*7
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Which more nearly fits your present structure as well as tomorrow’s? I won’t even ask about the
resence of God in the Manifesto
For we all know that it is intention#l

ally
leave these things with ou to
ponder. I pray that you wil 1 do so
for your time is running short,
beloved brothers.
Thank you, Dharma, for a long
day and I shall now take leave that
you might have the remainder of
your time to prepare for theGftf
procedures
tomorrow.
evening.
Hatonn to clear. Salu.
********

LET’S PLUCK THE CUCKOO
BIRD
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
THIS TIME

EARIS AT

THE TIME
TO
INSIGHT AND TAKE ACTION
FOR YOUR WORLD IS IN
GRAVE DANGER.
That which is called the “AntiChrist” is at hand and has deceived
most of the world. You

Our intent in these Journals is to
give you proof of that which we
project--by documentation of history, origins and other boring information.
But the information
will get far less boring as we move
along, dear ones--and so, let us
move along rapidly.
I repeat again and again--the
Truth, just as it requires only the
tiny spark of light to cause a place
to no longer be in darkness.
Hatonn includes the PROTOCOLS
and also continues to keep us cur,
rent on world affairs.

We continually receive phone calls
from those of you who are feeling
isolated in their particular area of
the country. If you are interested
in meeting others in your region
who share in the Phoenix material,
write to America West iving us
permission to network an % we will
connect you with others.

For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitua detion--we now are offerin
tailed kit of information a%out our
overnment and the Constitution to
i!elp in preservin
our freedoms.
The kit 1s availabI e to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per kit, or for
$20 POST PAID wnh RAPE OF
book included.
SEMINAR
June 7, 1991, 7 PM Royce Hotel
Ballroom, 1601 Belvedere Rd.,
W. Palm Beach, Florida Admission $5.00 CA11 Kip (407) 5330703

Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit. Blessings
F;Phoemx
Express Vol’s I & II
The ‘Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The rice is $10 er JO
IEXZEPTING EP,RES::N%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6% sales
tax. Add shi ping, UPS $3.25 and
$1.00 each as ditional or U.S. Mail
$2.50 for first title and $1.00 each
additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or
your Local Distributor.
is $20 per 13 ISSUES
(includin back issues for the period) or B75 per 52 ISSUES.
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986, Tehacha i, CA. 93581.
For credit card or cfers Telenhone 1
729-413 1
EXPENSE IS TOO MUCH FOR
US&5 For other purposes 805 822-

THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS:
Sipapu Odysse
And They Car led His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry oP The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained
8
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THE 4th AMENDMENT
SECURITY
“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, against tmreasonable searches and seizures, shall
not be violated and no Warrants
shall issue, but upon probable
cause, supported by Oath or affrrmation and particularly describing
the place to be searched and persons or things to be seized.”
Freedom means the right to keep
private our personal papers, books
and property including financial
records, not to be surrendered at
the whim of 3 government bureaucrat.
TRUTH

#l

WILL SET YOU
FREE.

